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Discover Ketogenic Instant Pot Cookbook: 50+ Ultimate Ketogenic Diet Recipes for Rapid Fat

Loss & Healthy MealsHere You Will Find The Ideal Recipes That Make Your Evenings So Much

Easier!Today only, get this Kindle book.Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle

device.Read for free on Kindle Unlimited AND get a FREE BONUS e-book!This Recipe Book

Is The #1 Things You Need To Make Healthy, Easy and Delicious Meals!Even if you’re not

trying to lose weight, the keto diet might appeal to you. By limiting sugars and processed

grains, you lower your risk of type 2 diabetes. Eating an array of heart-healthy fats, like nuts,

olive oil and fish, can decrease your risk of heart disease. And while some people stick to a

super strict keto diet, with 75 percent of their diet coming from fat, 20 percent from protein and

just 5 from carbs, even a less intense, modified version can help you reap the keto diet’s

benefits.But eating keto doesn’t mean eating just any kind of fat or stuffing your face with ice

cream. Instead, it’s about mindfully choosing foods that are high in healthy fats and low in

carbs. If you’re not sure where to begin, have no fear. There are some really delicious, good-for-

you keto recipes out there that are begging to be eaten.Learn How To Make These Easy

RecipesChops in St. PetersburgLagmanPork baked with potatoesPork "In Moscow"Pork in

Roman styleSalad "Tigress"Do You Want To?Make Delicious Meals?Save your time? Don’t

delay any more seconds, Scroll Up, GRAB your copy TODAY and start cooking!

“This book’s overarching theme of fresh, local seasonal foods everyday for everyone comes

naturally, with Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall’s charming voice leading the way. Whether you

incorporate a few of his recipes into your repertoire or cook from it every day, it will go a long

way towards keeping you on a good food track.”—Devour The Blog, Cooking Channel,

3/29/11“The perfect book for anyone looking for new recipes for feeding their family.”—The

Family Kitchen blog, Babble.com, 3/28/11“A crowd-pleaser. . . . The past few years have

delivered a library’s worth of ‘quick-easy-thrifty’ cookbooks. Global economic crisis will do that,

and from Britain, where pulling your socks up in the face of austerity is a matter of patriotic

pride, we have new books in this vein by Jamie Oliver, Nigella Lawson, and even the late

Elizabeth David. A surprising one is River Cottage Every Day, an accessible collection of

recipes from the farmer-cook Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall. Compare, for instance, Fearnley-

Whittingstall’s River Cottage Meat Book, which opens with a photo essay depicting the

slaughter, skinning, and sawing in half of a cow. River Cottage Every Day, by contrast, begins

with a photo of the author scarfing honey-smeared bread. . . . Fearnley-Whittingstall is, at heart,

a philosopher, and these new recipes make a case for approaching daily cooking with intention

—or, as he puts it, finding ‘things to savor and share that don’t just fill up, but make us feel

good.”—Saveur, March 2011“Throughout this wonderfully illustrated book, Fearnley-

Whittingsall's passion is palpable, his genuine, spiritual love of food inspiring.”—Publishers

Weekly, 1/17/11“Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall’s recipes are the solid, no-nonsense kinds of

dishes you want to eat again and again.” <...From Publishers WeeklyHugh Fearnley-

Whittingsall's newest edition to the River Cottage series focuses on the recipes he cooks at

home for his family. He sees our food culture as a continuum, with those who are thoroughly

involved with the story of their food on one end and those who are entirely dependent on

anonymous, industrially produced food on the other. His object, he says, is to help people

move along in the direction of "more engagement with real fresh food, away from dependence



on the industrial food machine." Chapters include "Making Breakfast," "Daily Bread," Weekday

Lunch (box)," "Fish Forever," "Thrifty Meat," "Vegetables Galore," "The Whole Fruit," and

"Treats." Fearnley-Whittingsall's anecdotes about the recipes his kids make for their breakfasts

(pancakes, oatmeal, tomato toast) and the lunches he packs for his wife (sardine niçoise,

frittatas, slaws) hit home. The fish chapter focuses on sustainable species (and the intro

outlines why you should avoid others). The meat chapter, interestingly, deals only with

"secondary cuts," and offers intriguing yet homey recipes for neck of lamb, venison and pork

burgers, oxtail stew, and spring chicken broth, to give cooks the confidence to open up new

avenues and reduce waste. Throughout this wonderfully illustrated book, Fearnley-

Whittingsall's passion is palpable, his genuine, spiritual love of food inspiring. (Mar.)(c)

Copyright PWxyz, LLC. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Introduction Good food prepared from fresh

ingredients – ideally seasonal and locally sourced – can and should be at the heart of every

happy, healthy family kitchen. Yes, I genuinely believe that cooking from scratch (or with your

own leftovers) is a possibility for everybody, pretty much every day. I realize, when so many of

us are always in a hurry, and when easy access to fresh, local ingredients is not a universal

privilege, that that’s a controversial position. But I stand by my conviction, and I’ve written this

book to show you how I think it can be done. It often seems that there is a divide between

people when it comes to food. A crude way of describing the divide is that we fall into two

broad categories: those who care about food and those who don’t. I have been accused at

times of writing only for the first group or, to put it another way, of preaching largely to the

converted. I can see why some would say that. I propose a degree of involvement with food –

knowing and caring where it comes from, perhaps even growing some of it, or gathering some

from wild places – that to many seems patently absurd. To some, I am “that weirdo who eats

anything.” Of course, to me, eating nettles, rabbits, and such makes perfect sense. It’s

completely normal. But it has been quite a journey for me to discover and embrace that kind of

normality. As a child, I was one of the fussiest eaters you can imagine. If it didn’t come out of a

Birds Eye package and get fried up and served with ketchup, then I really wasn’t that

interested. So I have no qualms imagining that others can make journeys with food – even

journeys they haven’t yet imagined possible for themselves. In the twenty-odd years since I first

became involved in the food business, I have seen entrenched attitudes to food, on the part of

both stubborn individuals and monolithic institutions, shift massively. I’ve witnessed burgeoning

excitement, enlightenment even, as more and more people get involved in cooking real food

from fresh ingredients. I’ve seen people’s lives and family dynamics transformed by the

discovery of good food and by a change of approach to acquiring and preparing food. If you

have watched any of the television programs I’ve made over the last few years, you’ll know I’ve

spent a lot of time trying to persuade various people to change their way of shopping and

cooking and to become more engaged with real fresh food. For the most part, I feel I’ve

succeeded, at least to some degree. The individuals and families I’ve been growing and

cooking food with are now, at the very least, a little more skeptical of frozen dinners, factory-

farmed produce, and anonymous, pre-packaged fare. Most of them have developed a

determination to cook more with fresh ingredients and to make food a bigger part of their

interaction with family and friends. But perhaps the most important thing is that all of them, I

think it’s safe to say, have had a good time. They’ve discovered how to cook ingredients they’d

shied away from and how to get more out of foods they thought “boring,” and realized that

some truly delicious meals can be thrown together from scratch in very little time at all. The

food media can only do so much to engage public interest in these issues. Luckily there are all



kinds of other catalysts that bring about a change for good in people’s relationship with food,

and many of them can’t be marshaled or predicted: a meal at a friend’s house; a great dish

encountered on holiday; a child coming home with something they’ve cooked at school; an

unexpected gift of a fruit bush or vegetable plant. These can all kick-start a new and exciting

future with food – one that turns out to be more accessible than you might have imagined.

Buying your food becomes less of a chore, more of a pleasure, an adventure even, as you

steer your grocery cart away from the frozen-dinner aisle and over toward fresh produce. Or

perhaps start heading for the nearest farmers’ market rather than the supermarket. Suddenly it

seems that your friends have discovered cooking too – though perhaps it’s just that you are

hearing the food-related content of their chatter when previously you were filtering it out. That’s

why I think the “us and them” view of our food culture is unduly simplistic. I see not two firmly

entrenched camps who can never meet but rather a continuum, with those who are already

thoroughly involved with the story of their food at one end and those who are entirely

dependent on anonymous, industrially produced food, the origins of which are largely unknown

to them, at the other. Everyone, and every household, has a place on this continuum. I see the

main challenge of my work as helping people move along it in the direction of more

engagement with real fresh food, away from dependence on the industrial food machine. I

believe it’s a worthwhile enterprise for one simple reason: I’m convinced that a greater

engagement with the source of their food makes people happier. This book is my latest attempt

to contribute to that happiness – by writing about the kind of food I eat at home, every day. I

describe how bread, meat, fish, fruit, and vegetables are dealt with in our house, how we

juggle breakfast for three hungry schoolkids, and how we sort out weekday lunches for two

working parents. I reveal why so many of the meals we eat (including some of our absolute

favorites) are made from leftovers. I try to show you how to put vegetables and fruit at the

forefront of your family cooking, while getting the most from precious foods such as meat and

fish. I suggest ways to make entertaining at home less daunting, less expensive, and

altogether more fun. And I offer up the recipes I love to cook for my family – and those that,

when I’m really lucky, they cook for me. I make no prior assumptions about where you shop,

what you may or may not know about growing vegetables or keeping livestock, whether you

can tell the difference between a rutabaga and a turnip, or whether you know what to do with a

belly of pork and a breast of lamb. Instead, I show you easy and confidence-inspiring ways with

cuts of meat, types of fish, and other ingredients you may not have tried before. And I offer you

fresh approaches that I hope will breathe new life into familiar staples, such as rice, potatoes,

beans, and your daily bread. Above all, I intend to tempt you irresistibly toward a better life with

food, with a whole raft of recipes that I think you will love. I hope some of them will become

your absolute favorites, and the favorites of your dear friends and beloved family. I hope the

dishes you like best will infiltrate and influence your cooking, giving you increased confidence

and fresh ideas. In short, I hope that before long, cooking simple and delicious food from the

best seasonal ingredients becomes second nature and a first priority for you, not just once in a

while, but every day. A few of my favorite things It’s a truism that the quality and nature of your

ingredients make all the difference to a finished dish, and I’d expect any cook worth their salt to

choose the freshest, finest raw materials they can lay their hands on. However, there are a few

staples to which personal preferences (or outright prejudice) also apply. The following basic

pantry ingredients appear time and time again in my recipes, so I feel they merit a little extra

explanation – and, since I feel pretty strongly about their provenance, a little recommendation,

too. OILAn entire book could be written about oils – I’m sure there must be several – but let me

cut to the chase and tell you what you’ll find in my kitchen. My general rule is to opt for organic



and unrefined oils (the refining process can involve heating, the addition of solvents, and even

bleaching). Cold-pressed oil is also good because, while heating the seed or fruit increases the

yield of oil, it affects the flavor and nutritional value, too. On the other hand, for deep- and

shallow-frying you do need an oil that can be heated to a high temperature, and that usually

(but not always) means a refined oil of some kind. Canola oil Many British farmers are now

producing this wonderful culinary oil, and I use a lot of it. Terrifically versatile, it has an

incredible golden-yellow color and a gentle nutty flavor. Canola oil is mild enough to use in

mayonnaise but has enough character to contribute to a dressing, or to add flavor when

drizzled on bread or soup. In addition, it’s stable enough at high temperatures to be used for

frying or roasting – though perhaps not prolonged deep-frying. You may well be able to find a

good one produced locally. Olive oil I use quite a bit of olive oil but I don’t worship it. I no

longer use it much for frying or roasting; canola oil has supplanted it as the first oil I reach for.

I’m much more likely to use it for dressings and for general drizzling, and even then only if it’s

that distinctive olive oil flavor I’m after. That might be in a classic vinaigrette or salsa verde, on

sliced tomatoes, or perhaps stirred into pesto. But these days it’s always a conscious decision

to reach for the olive oil rather than an automatic one. That means I’m happy to pay a bit more

for a good organic extra-virgin olive oil (extra-virgin means the oil has a low acidity level and is

guaranteed unrefined). I don’t use the super-expensive “luxury” olive oils – although once in a

while, when someone gives me an exquisitely peppery, richly flavored olive oil (usually

Tuscan), I am reminded what all the fuss is about. Sunflower oil This is a very lightly flavored

oil with a high burn point, which makes it ideal for general frying, including deep-frying. This is

one case where I definitely wouldn’t choose an unrefined oil, as the flavor would be too strong

and it would most likely be adversely affected by the heat, but I do usually opt for organic and/

or fair trade. After being used for deep-frying, sunflower oil can be recycled by straining it

through a coffee filter or cotton cloth (when completely cold) and rebottling it. Don’t leave it

sitting around in the saucepan or deep-fat fryer, or it will go stale and impart a rancid flavor to

the next batch of fried goodies. Peanut oil is a good substitute for sunflower when a neutral

frying oil is needed. Hempseed oil People either love or hate the pungent, grassy, throaty

flavor of hempseed oil. I love it. Its intensity means it compares to the very best olive oils and

makes a great drizzlingand dipping oil. It’s full of goodness – loaded with omega fatty acids,

which arguably give it the best nutritional profile of any raw culinary oil. I use it on my breakfast

toast and in a number of pestos. VINEGARVinegar (literally vin aigre, or “sour wine”) is a

crucial part of my cooking repertoire, as indispensable as lemon juice when it comes to

balancing flavors. I use it almost every day, mostly in dressings and mayonnaise, but also when

roasting vegetables, in sauces or marinades, or to deglaze the pan after frying meat. English

cider vinegar is the type I turn to most, because it is fruity and robust but not overpowering, but

white wine vinegar is a perfectly good alternative, if that’s what you happen to have in the

pantry. FLOURI like my flour stone ground if possible, as traditional stone grinding involves less

heat than modern steel-rolling techniques, thereby preserving more of the grain’s goodness.

Whole-wheat flour is more likely to be stone ground than white. Different flours vary

enormously, not only in quality but in their color, consistency, and the way they absorb liquid.

When you’re making bread, pastry, or batters, you should feel confident in adjusting the

quantity of flour or liquid to reach the consistency you think is right. Note also that whole-wheat

flour tends to absorb more water than white, so you might need to increase the fluid content if

you’re converting a recipe from white to brown. White and whole-wheat flour If I need all-

purpose or pastry flour, then I favor one that’s produced from organically grown wheat.

However, I’m increasingly turning to whole-wheat flour in order to make our everyday meals



more wholesome – I like its toasty, wheaty flavor, too. I’ve found there are few traditional “white”

recipes that can’t be adapted to contain at least some whole-wheat flour – a half-and-half

blend of white and whole-wheat flour is often very successful. I’ll happily knock out a Victoria

sponge using whole-wheat pastry flour, which is fine-ground soft wheat: the result is very

nearly as light and fluffy as you get with white flour but with a lovely, nutty flavor that I actually

prefer. It also works well with muffins and pancakes. Bread flour This is what you should use

for most bread recipes. It is milled from a particular type of wheat that is high in gluten, the

substance that helps bread form the correct stretchy texture. Spelt flour A grain I’m very fond

of, spelt is an ancient type of wheat with a distinctive nutty flavor. It differs from conventional

wheat flours in that it contains a more delicate kind of gluten, which some people find more

digestible. Whole-grain spelt flour makes very good bread and can also be used in cakes and

even pastry – or use the refined “white” spelt if you fancy something lighter. SALTTop-quality

sea salt – sweet, flaky, and fresh tasting – is an essential part of my everyday cooking. It differs

from rock salt in that it’s harvested from the open sea by traditional evaporation techniques

rather than being pumped out of the ground. Fewer of its natural minerals are stripped away

and fewer unnatural things, such as anti-caking agents, added. It also tastes much better – do

a comparative tasting and I think you’ll agree. Maldon sea salt, a flaky, coarse white salt, is a

kitchen classic of long standing. There are times when a fine-grained salt is more appropriate

than a coarse one – when seasoning a delicate cake batter, for instance.In addition, if you

need to use salt in large quantities – when mixing up a cure for pork chops, say – using top-

notch coarse sea salt would be rather extravagant. In these circumstances, I still opt for sea

salt but a fine-grained type – you’ll find it at any good natural foods store. --This text refers to

the hardcover edition.About the AuthorHugh Fearnley-Whittingstall is a writer, broadcaster and

campaigner. His series for Channel 4 have earned him a huge popular following, while his

River Cottage books have collected multiple awards including the Glenfiddich Trophy (twice),

the Andre Simon Food Book of the Year (three times), the Michael Smith Award for Work on

British Food award at the Guild of Food Writers and, in the US, the James Beard Cookbook of

the Year. Hugh lives in Dorset with his family. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Review"Throughout this wonderfully illustrated book, Fearnley-Whittingsall's passion is

palpable, his genuine, spiritual love of food inspiring."--Publishers Weekly, 1/17/11"Hugh

Fearnley-Whittingstall's recipes are the solid, no-nonsense kinds of dishes you want to eat

again and again."--Bruce Aidells, author of "The Complete Meat Cookbook""There is more

cooking know-how in Fearnley-Whittingstall's little finger than you will find in the graduating

class of any cooking school in the country."--NPR.org"A crowd-pleaser. . . . The past few years

have delivered a library's worth of 'quick-easy-thrifty' cookbooks. Global economic crisis will do

that, and from Britain, where pulling your socks up in the face of austerity is a matter of

patriotic pride, we have new books in this vein by Jamie Oliver, Nigella Lawson, and even the

late Elizabeth David. A surprising one is "River Cottage Every Day," an accessible collection of

recipes from the farmer-cook Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall. Compare, for instance, Fearnley-

Whittingstall's "River Cottage Meat Book," which opens with a photo essay depicting the

slaughter, skinning, and sawing in half of a cow. "River Cottage Every Day," by contrast, begins

with a photo of the author scarfing honey-smeared bread. . . . Fearnley-Whittingstall is, at heart,

a philosopher, and these new recipes make a case for approaching daily cooking with

intention--or, as he puts it, finding 'things to savor and share that don't just fill up, but make us

feel good.""This book's overarching theme of fresh, local seasonal foods everyday for everyone

comes naturally, with Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall's charming voice leading the way. Whether

you incorporate a few of his recipes into your repertoire or cook from it every day, it will go a



long way towards keeping you on a good food track."--Devour The Blog, Cooking Channel,

3/29/11"The perfect book for anyone looking for new recipes for feeding their family."--The

Family Kitchen blog, Babble.com, 3/28/11"A crowd-pleaser. . . . The past few years have

delivered a library's worth of 'quick-easy-thrifty' cookbooks. Global economic crisis will do that,

and from Britain, where pulling your socks up in the face of austerity is a matter of patriotic

pride, we have new books in this vein by Jamie Oliver, Nigella Lawson, and even the late

Elizabeth David. A surprising one is "River Cottage Every Day," an accessible collection of

recipes from the farmer-cook Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall.i"the food is ace"--NYTimes.com,

Summer Cookbook Roundup, 6/2/11"This book's overarching theme of fresh, local seasonal

foods everyday for everyone comes naturally, with Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall's charming

voice leading the way. Whether you incorporate a few of his recipes into your repertoire or cook

from it every day, it will go a long way towards keeping you on a good food track."--Devour The

Blog, Cooking Channel, 3/29/11"The perfect book for anyone looking for new recipes for

feeding their family."--The Family Kitchen blog, Babble.com, 3/28/11"A crowd-pleaser. . . . The

past few years have delivered a library's worth of 'quick-easy-thrifty' cookbooks. Global

economic crisis will do that, and from Britain, where pulling your socks up in the face of

austerity is a matter of patriotic pride, we have new books in this vein by Jamie Oliver, Nigella

Lawson, and even the late Elizabeth David. A surprising one is "River Cottage Every Day," an

accessib"I would love to cook my way through this book one delicious meal at a time. The

range of recipes, from simple to more complicated, makes it a great book for new cooks, but

there's also plenty here for seasoned cooks, too."--TheKitchn, 6/22/11"the food is ace"--

NYTimes.com, Summer Cookbook Roundup, 6/2/11"This book's overarching theme of fresh,

local seasonal foods everyday for everyone comes naturally, with Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall's

charming voice leading the way. Whether you incorporate a few of his recipes into your

repertoire or cook from it every day, it will go a long way towards keeping you on a good food

track."--Devour The Blog, Cooking Channel, 3/29/11"The perfect book for anyone looking for

new recipes for feeding their family."--The Family Kitchen blog, Babble.com, 3/28/11"A crowd-

pleaser. . . . The past few years have delivered a library's worth of 'quick-easy-thrifty'

cookbooks. Global economic crisis will do that, and f --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Read more
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& Healthy Meals Teresa MooreCopyright 2018Your Free Gift I wanted to show my

appreciation that you support my work so I’ve put together a free gift for you. Just visit the link

above to download it now. I know you will love this gift. Thanks! Table of

contents:IntroductionPork with prunesCutlets "Surprise"Salad "Tigress"HanumaStewed pork in

the sleeve in the instant potPork baked with tomatoes and cheesePork "in French"Meat in

FrenchPork with mushroomsBaked EskalopeStewed pork in the sleeve in the instant potRoast

pork with potatoes in saucePastor from turkey breastMy pilaf with the secret of cookingPork

baked with potatoesFast meat pie in a multivariateRoll "For dinner"Baked meat in a universal

marinadeLagmanPotato baskets with pork in white sauceLazy cabbage rolls"Benderyki"

meatBasturmaBigos in PolishOpen Meat PieChops in St. PetersburgMeat in ArzamasqueCold

boiled in the microwavePork stuffedGarlic rice with chickenStewPilaf with porkMeat in

AlbanianShish kebab in aerogrilBaked pork "Mayskaya" with garlicMeat on skewersRagout of

vegetables with meat"Fingers" of pork in a fast wayMeat in ZaporozhyePork a la

"Tandoori"Potatoes with meatFavorite steamed burgersPilaf from porkSalad "The Joy of a

Man"My husband's favorite meatPork "In Moscow"Pork "Hussar ballad"Pork in Roman

styleIntroductionEven if you’re not trying to lose weight, the keto diet might appeal to you. By

limiting sugars and processed grains, you lower your risk of type 2 diabetes. Eating an array of

heart-healthy fats, like nuts, olive oil and fish, can decrease your risk of heart disease. And

while some people stick to a super strict keto diet, with 75 percent of their diet coming from fat,

20 percent from protein and just 5 from carbs, even a less intense, modified version can help

you reap the keto diet’s benefits.But eating keto doesn’t mean eating just any kind of fat or

stuffing your face with ice cream. Instead, it’s about mindfully choosing foods that are high in

healthy fats and low in carbs. If you’re not sure where to begin, have no fear. There are some

really delicious, good-for-you keto recipes out there that are begging to be eaten.Pork with

prunesIngredients:Pork (pulp) - 800 gOnion (large onion) - 1 pcCarrot (large) - 1

pieceBulgarian pepper - 1 pcPrunes (without pits) - 200 gSoy sauce - 3 tbsp.Water (glasses

from the instant pot, 1 glass = 160 ml) - 3 glassesSalt (to taste)Vegetable oil - 2

tbsp. Preparation:Pork cut into pieces. Prunes - in half. Onion and pepper cut straws. Carrots

three on a large grater. In a bowl, mix the water, soy sauce, salt. You can add spices. I have a

seasoning for frying meat. Stirring.We spread into the pan from the instant pot layer:1. oil2.

meat3. onion4. Carrots5. pepper6. Prunes.Fill with a mixture of water and sauce. Set the

"Quenching" mode. Time - 1,5 hours. At the signal we take out and mix.Cutlets

"Surprise"Ingredients:Pork - 300 gFish fillet (pangasius) - 700 gOnion - 3 pcs.Egg of chicken -

3 piecesMayonnaise - 2 tbsp.Starch - 2 tbsp.SaltBlack pepper (ground)
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pork with potatoes in saucePastor from turkey breastMy pilaf with the secret of cookingPork

baked with potatoesFast meat pie in a multivariateRoll "For dinner"Baked meat in a universal



marinadeLagmanPotato baskets with pork in white sauceLazy cabbage rolls"Benderyki"

meatBasturmaBigos in PolishOpen Meat PieChops in St. PetersburgMeat in ArzamasqueCold

boiled in the microwavePork stuffedGarlic rice with chickenStewPilaf with porkMeat in

AlbanianShish kebab in aerogrilBaked pork "Mayskaya" with garlicMeat on skewersRagout of

vegetables with meat"Fingers" of pork in a fast wayMeat in ZaporozhyePork a la

"Tandoori"Potatoes with meatFavorite steamed burgersPilaf from porkSalad "The Joy of a

Man"My husband's favorite meatPork "In Moscow"Pork "Hussar ballad"Pork in Roman

styleIntroductionEven if you’re not trying to lose weight, the keto diet might appeal to you. By

limiting sugars and processed grains, you lower your risk of type 2 diabetes. Eating an array of

heart-healthy fats, like nuts, olive oil and fish, can decrease your risk of heart disease. And

while some people stick to a super strict keto diet, with 75 percent of their diet coming from fat,

20 percent from protein and just 5 from carbs, even a less intense, modified version can help

you reap the keto diet’s benefits.But eating keto doesn’t mean eating just any kind of fat or

stuffing your face with ice cream. Instead, it’s about mindfully choosing foods that are high in

healthy fats and low in carbs. If you’re not sure where to begin, have no fear. There are some

really delicious, good-for-you keto recipes out there that are begging to be eaten.Pork with

prunesIngredients:Pork (pulp) - 800 gOnion (large onion) - 1 pcCarrot (large) - 1

pieceBulgarian pepper - 1 pcPrunes (without pits) - 200 gSoy sauce - 3 tbsp.Water (glasses

from the instant pot, 1 glass = 160 ml) - 3 glassesSalt (to taste)Vegetable oil - 2

tbsp. Preparation:Pork cut into pieces. Prunes - in half. Onion and pepper cut straws. Carrots

three on a large grater. In a bowl, mix the water, soy sauce, salt. You can add spices. I have a

seasoning for frying meat. Stirring.We spread into the pan from the instant pot layer:1. oil2.

meat3. onion4. Carrots5. pepper6. Prunes.Fill with a mixture of water and sauce. Set the

"Quenching" mode. Time - 1,5 hours. At the signal we take out and mix.Cutlets

"Surprise"Ingredients:Pork - 300 gFish fillet (pangasius) - 700 gOnion - 3 pcs.Egg of chicken -

3 piecesMayonnaise - 2 tbsp.Starch - 2 tbsp.SaltBlack pepper (ground) Preparation:Cut the

fish fillets into pieces. Pork and onion to skip in the meat grinder. Mix fish, minced meat, eggs

and mayonnaise. Salt, pepper and add starch. Wait for about 0, 5 hours. Fry as

pancakes.Slightly salt potatoes, season with black pepper and add a pinch of dill and parsley

(can be dried). Now add olive oil (about 1 tsp) and water (so that it barely appears under the

top layer of potatoes). Add 1 tablespoon with a hill of green peas.And the finishing touch before

the oven - we close all the ingredients with 1 tablespoon of mayonnaise. We close pots, we

place them on a sheet and send them to a preheated oven (200 ° C. Well, or what is your

standard temperature).We wait until the pots are warmed up, and the water in them will boil

(this moment you will know when a couple appears), we reduce the fire to a minimum.After an

hour - twenty hours you can get pots (check potatoes, if it is ready, then chanakhi is ready).

Served in pots, flavored with soy sauce. Traditionally, in my family, chanakhs are eaten with

wooden spoons.Salad "Tigress"Ingredients:Pork (fried or smoked) - 250 gOnion - 2

pcs.Carrots - 2 piecesEgg chicken (cooked) - 3 piecesCheese hard - 150 gPrunes - 100

gMayonnaisePaprika sweet - 1 tsp.Garlic - 2 cloves.Cucumber (fresh or pickled) - 2

pcs. Preparation:Salad is laid out in layers. Everyone miss with mayonnaise.1. Cut the onions

into half rings, fry until golden in vegetable oil, on a paper towel, then on a plate when it

cools.2. Pork cut finely, you can smoked, or you can fry.3. Eggs on a large grater.4. Cucumber

slices.5. Cheese on a large grater.6. Grate carrots on a large grater, fry in vegetable oil until

ready, add salt at the end, add paprika and crushed garlic. When it cools down, we cover the

salad, we make the decor of the tiger skin with prunes.For 2-3 hours to impregnate in the

refrigerator. Salad is very rich and juicy, bright and externally to taste.HanumaIngredients:Egg



of chicken - 1 pieceWater - 200 mlFlour wheaten / Flour - 1,5 glassSalt - 2 tsp.Minced meat

(any for your taste) - 400Carrots - 1 pcPotatoes (large) - 1 pcGreenery (to taste)Spices

((ground black pepper, bay leaf, garlic))Butter - 20 g Preparation:Knead dough usual dumplings

from 1 egg, 200 ml of water, 1 tsp. salt and 1.5 glasses of flour. Allow him to stand for 15

minutes, and in the meantime make the filling.I still had dumplings stuffed with beef and pork. I

rubbed a large grater carrots, then one large potato. Grated potatoes salt and pepper. In grated

carrots I added a little parsley. The dough was divided into two equal parts. One part rolled into

a very thin layer and laid a thin layer of minced meat on it, stepping back from the edge. On the

ground she laid out grated carrots with herbs. Above - grated potatoes. The dough neatly rolled

into a roll (it is not necessary to wrap it tightly, and then it will break), the seams have closed. I

laid it on the oiled cell of the mantovarki and sent them to boil for 35-40 minutes. So it looks like

a ready-made dish. The finished roll is cut by pieces and served at least with sour cream,

though with homemade sauces, adzhika, etc.The second half of the dough made potato

stuffing: grated raw potatoes, pieces of butter, carrots, onions and greens. The second half of

the dough made potato stuffing: grated raw potatoes, pieces of butter, carrots, onions and

greens.Stewed pork in the sleeve in the instant potIngredients:Pork neck - 1,2 kgGarlic - 4

clovesMixture of peppers (you can more, to taste) - 0.5 tsp.Salt - 1 tsp.
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of Persiana, Sirocco, Feasts and Simply

Alex Bover, “An Excellent Cookbook !!!. Looking for some delicious Keto or Low Carb recipes to

make in the instant pot? This book let you know everything in here.Instant pot can make your

food delicious, quickly and easily. It is a game changer, especially for the peeps with hectic

schedules and busy lifestyles!It saves a lot of time and energy, cooks fast, easy to use and

safe. While cooking with the instant pot, just throw in the ingredients, set it, and walk away, all

you just need is to be familiar with few buttons, tips, and recipes.”

The book by Mr. Appetizer has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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